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Meeting Today’s Data
Governance Challenges
Using File Governance Suite

Regulations, data breaches, ransomware, and compliance audits are just some of the many factors that are contributing to the
expanding requirements of data governance. The Micro Focus®
File Governance Suite addresses these and other issues through
comprehensive data reporting and analytics, followed by a powerful engine that automates data governance tasks to optimize,
secure, and protect your network data while helping you meet your
compliance requirements.

File Governance Suite at a Glance:
■■ File Reporter:

	Lets you take charge of data security and growth
by showing you what you’re storing and who has
access to it.

■■ File Dynamics:

	Automates the expanding tasks associated with
today’s data management requirements including
regulatory compliance, remediation, and data
protection.

Today’s Data Governance
Requirements

Organizations rely on data to make their decisions. Whether an organization’s objectives are
to optimize its operations, create new products
and services, or improve profitability—it’s the
data that will be the ultimate influencer in decisions and directions.
But as the amount of stored data within organizations has grown exponentially, new data
management challenges are being introduced.
These include:
■■ What data are we storing and what is

its value?

■■ Which files should we retain, archive,

and delete?

■■ Where are our high-value targets and

how should we protect them?

■■ Are we in compliance with data storage

regulations?

■■ How can we assure that confidential data

is being accessed by only authorized
personnel?

■■ How can we automate our data

management processes?

■■ And many others

The Micro Focus File Governance Suite is a full
set of file governance tools to help you address
these and other data governance challenges in
your Microsoft Windows network. Comprising
Micro Focus File Reporter and Micro Focus File
Dynamics, the File Governance Suite lets you
know what files you’re storing, their relevancy,
who has access to them, if any contain personal or confidential information that needs to
be secured, and much more. Then it lets you
establish policies that can manage your data,
secure and protect it, and even remediate issues that need to be addressed.

File Reporter

File Reporter inventories network file systems and delivers the detailed file storage
intelligence you need to optimize and secure
your network for efficiency and compliance.
Engineered for enterprise file system reporting,
File Reporter gathers data across the millions
of files and folders scattered among the various network storage devices that make up your
network. Flexible reporting, filtering, and querying options then present the exact findings you
need so that you can demonstrate compliance
or take corrective action.
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File Reporter identifies files currently on the
network, whether the files contain sensitive or
personal information, the size of the files, when
users last accessed or modified the files, the
locations of duplicate files, and much more.
Additionally, File Reporter helps calculate
storage costs and identifies access rights to
folders and consequently, the files that are contained within.

File Dynamics

File Dynamics provides extensive services to
address the expanding requirements of network data management. Identity-driven policies automate tasks that are traditionally done
manually, resulting in cost savings and assurance that tasks are being performed properly.
Target-driven policies offer data migration and
relocation, cleanup, security, and protection
from data corruption and downtime through
nearline storage backup of high-value targets,
enabling quick recovery of files and their associated permissions.
File Dynamics is engineered to alleviate the
network file system management workload of
administrators while helping them reach their
regulatory compliance objectives. In so doing,
File Dynamics:

■■ Manages Data Growth by automatically

moving, archiving, grooming, and deleting
files.

■■ Automates and Enacts Data

Management Tasks by provisioning user
and group storage locations, performing
on-going management tasks for these
storage areas, and cleaning up storage.

■■ Secures Files by setting access

permissions, securing access to highvalue targets, reporting, and providing
the means of demonstrating compliance
in a security audit.

■■ Protects Files by providing the ability to

archive and quickly recover critical data
that has become lost or corrupted.

Today, the technology in File Dynamics manages the data of millions of users and groups
in hundreds of accounts across all industries.

An Integrated Product Suite

Working together, File Reporter lets you know
what measures you might need to take to address problems pertaining to your network
storage, then File Dynamics provides you the
means to do so through automated polices.
File Reporter can even output reports that can
be imported into File Dynamics tools to remediate the locations of files containing personal
or sensitive information.
Both products are powerful on their own, but
combined in the File Governance Suite, they
are an unbeatable solution for addressing your
data governance objectives.
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